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a b s t r a c t 

Soft keyboard has been popular since the smartphone made an appearance. As the smartphone is a per- 

sonal device used for user’s preference, we need to personalize the soft keyboard. In order to make a 

personal context-aware keyboard, a large amount of data is required from each individual, but it is dif- 

ficult to collect the data enough. In this paper, we propose a novel method to construct random forests 

with additional data of the same clusters, which copes with small amount of the individual data by 

adding similar data through K-means clustering algorithm. In addition, for the personalization of the soft 

keyboard, the preferred GUIs are recommended according to the activities and input hand postures of the 

user recognized by the random forest models trained with the clustered data. To train the proposed sys- 

tem, we have collected the data from 200 people. Each person can use the most necessary keyboard by 

selecting the appropriate GUI for each situation depending on the smartphone usage activity and input 

hand postures. The proposed system showed better performance than a model using all common data 

and a model using individual data only. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Nowadays most of the people use smartphone every day,

nywhere. Smartphone allows people to enter texts through soft

eyboard, but it is difficult to input with the same performance

n various situations for different purposes. A soft keyboard is

 system for inputting characters on computing devices, which

eans a keyboard composed of key button images without hard-

are buttons. Since the soft keyboard is controlled by software

nlike the hardware keyboard, it can easily change the keyboard

ype [1] and can be entered by the gestures [2] . We can provide

uitable GUIs for each person according to his/her situation by

xploiting the variability of the soft keyboard. 

Since people use smartphone in various situations, it differs

n using soft keyboard according to various situations. Goel et al.

mproved the recognition rate by dynamically changing the input

ctivation area in the same soft keyboard image depending on

ow people walk [3] . Chen et al. proposed a different type of soft

eyboard depending on the input hand posture from the tablet

1] . The system places the keyboard at the center or bottom of
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he tablet according to the position of the hand, and splits the

eyboard when using both hands. 

Because a smartphone is a personal device, each soft keyboard

n the smartphone should operate only for each individual user.

he acceleration vector in specific user patterns is different from

hat in the other patterns. Human activities can be recognized by

sing a classifier with acceleration data [4] . Yin et al. applied the

cceleration in the situation where the user is using the smart-

hone and a different activation area according to the individual

ser [5] . Sakkos et al. adjusted the key size of the soft keyboard

y predicting the next key to be input by analyzing the user input

atterns [6] . 

The smartphone has a small touch keyboard. Since the smart-

hone keyboard is smaller than a usual keyboard, the general QW-

RTY keyboard caused frequent typing errors, so that the size of

he key is increased and a new input method is proposed. Romano

t al. made the keyboard that had smaller number of keys and

as entered by using the tap and gestures [7] . Because the QW-

RTY keyboard has many keys in small display, the key size in the

martphone gets very small. As the smaller number of keys allows

 key to be placed in a larger region, it can reduce the typing er-

ors. However, the new type of keyboard requires extra learning ef-

orts as many people are familiar with the standard QWERTY key-

oard. Kwon et al. showed a correlation of input speed with key

ize [8] . There were differences in vertical deviation between the
ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Fig. 1. The GUI components in the proposed soft keyboard. 
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touch points of the keys according to the user’s situation and dif-

ferent touch distributions appeared according to the input hands

[9] . The typical activities while typing on smartphone include ly-

ing, sitting, standing and walking [10] . 

To create a personalized soft keyboard, a user needs a soft key-

board that is appropriate for the current situation of user and that

user can use without much training data [11] . Since it is a personal

keyboard only for the individual user, the data of the user is more

important than the data of the others, but the data are insufficient

to configure the soft keyboard using only the data for the user.

In this paper, we propose a personalized soft keyboard that pre-

dicts the user ’s situation and the GUI by training other similar

person ’s data. The main contribution is to develop a context-

aware system for personalized soft keyboard with machine learn-

ing methods, and evaluate the performance with realistic data

from large subjects. Fig. 1 shows possible GUIs of the proposed soft

keyboard. The GUI of the soft keyboard consists of keyboard height,

key size, and keyboard alignment and the activities include lying,

sitting, standing and walking, which are mainly used for typing on

smartphone. The input hand postures include left hand, right hand,

and both hands. 

Data were collected from a total of 200 subjects (144 men and

56 women) from September 2015 to June 2016. The user selected

the most appropriate GUI according to each situation (four activi-

ties and three hand postures), and inputted the given English sen-

tence. The collection process was based on Gunawardana et al.

[12] and the application software developed on Android IME sys-

tem. The English sentences were constructed to input various keys

for analyzing keyboard input [13] . 

2. Related works 

Many researchers have studied in several aspects to improve in-

put speed and error rate for the soft keyboard as shown in Table 1 .

To reduce error rate, keyword recommendation methods have been

used. Hwang and Lee proposed a spelling similarity-based soring

algorithm for the keyword recommendation in the soft keyboard

[14] . Gkoumas et al. proposed a key highlighting method based on

the recommended keywords [15] . Gunawardana et al. proposed a

language model of predicting next keys coordinated with the acti-

vation area [12] . These methods minimize the typing error based

on the QWERTY layout, which is generally used on the hardware

keyboard. 

On the other hand, other researchers proposed a new keyboard

layout and input method. Using gestures or hardware buttons

for soft keyboard makes the keyboard need the small number

of keys and large key spaces. Romano et al. proposed a new key
Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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rrangement that reduces the number of keys to six and uses

he gestures composed of pressing and sliding for entering text

7] . By using a finger-recognition algorithm, we can make it easy

o type in tablet [5,16] . Cheng et al. proposed the keyboard that

as split or changed the position of keyboard by using input

and [1] . Because the soft keyboard is a method of touching

he image, unlike the hardware keyboard, the layout can change.

herefore, many researchers have constructed a keyboard for each

anguage by changing the keyboard arrangement according to the

haracteristics of each language. It changes the key arrangement

o minimize the movement of the fingers during the key input. 

For easy training, Bi et al. proposed a keyboard layout that was

ike QWERTY keyboard but reduced the key distances [17] . Some

esearchers used to change dynamically the size and color of keys

ith predicting words. The input sequence was used to change the

ctivation area [18] . The soft keyboard adding dynamically the pre-

icted key near the pressed key button was proposed [19] . 

There are context-aware soft keyboards to correct errors that

ccur when the smartphone is shaken. The models generated by

sing user’s input posture and individual input pattern create a

roper activation area [5] . The walk models generated by analyz-

ng users’ walk pattern changes the activation area [3] . However,

he previous methods did not consider the characteristics of soft

eyboard that the user of soft keyboard is an individual. Zhai and

ristensson [20] proposed a soft keyboard with personalization,

ut the experiments have limited that the participants are unfa-

iliar with the smartphone. 

. The proposed system 

In this paper, the proposed personalized model is based on ran-

om forest using clustered data. The random forest classifies the

UIs for the individual in several activities and input hand pos-

ures. Fig. 2 illustrates the overall flow of the proposed system. The

ystem provides a soft keyboard model for only one individual. It

s a system that predicts a GUI that the user wants at present us-

ng smartphone sensor data. First, to train the personalized model,

-means clustering is performed on user data and a common data

et to find similar data with the user to increase the amount of

raining data. The activity and input hand posture of the user are

redicted using the random forest using the corresponding data.

he final model determines the alignment of the soft keyboard, the

eight of the keyboard, and the size of the keys. 

.1. Keyboard data collector 

To recognize the personal GUIs, the user log data were collected

n smartphone. Fig. 3 shows an Android application that was de-

eloped for collecting log data. (a) is the page to select user infor-

ation, input situation and keyboard setting. (b) is the input page.

hile users enter the English sentences by using soft keyboard,

he log data are collected in background. We used the English sen-

ences proposed by Mackenzie and Soukoreff [13] . Log data consist

f sensor log, such as acceleration, gyroscope, magnetic field, ori-

ntation and light, collected from smartphone sensors. In this pa-

er, 200 persons participated to collect the log data. In a total of

2 different situations, the subjects selected the most appropriate

UI and entered the sentences 10 times for one situation. 

Fig. 4 is the acceleration plot for the four activities (sit, stand,

ie and walk) in typing activities. Sitting, standing and lying do not

xhibit periodic behavior and have small amplitude. But they are

learly distinguished with the relative magnitudes of x, y , and z

alues. The walking activity has bigger magnitude than other ac-

ivities. 

The time window is set to 5 s to extract features from

he sensor data. The sensors are analyzed to extract features in
ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Table 1 

Related works for the improvement of soft keyboard. 

Year Author Changeable components Input feature Context awareness Personality 

2016 Gkoumas et al. [15] Keyword recommendation Text entry X X 

2016 Srivastava and Bharath [21] Text entry Gesture O X 

2015 Sakkos et al. [6] Key size Text entry X X 

2014 Teakgyu et al. [18] Keyword recommendation Text entry X X 

2014 Islam and Sarker [22] Key Text entry X X 

2014 Pollmann et al. [23] Key Key entry X X 

2014 Weir et al. [24] Touch point Touch point X X 

2013 Angeleri [25] Activation area Touch point, Accelerometer O X 

2013 Cheng et al. [1] Layout & Position Grasp Position X X 

2013 Hwang and Lee [14] Keyword recommendation Text entry X X 

2013 Liao and Choe [26] Layout Text entry X X 

2013 Schoenleben and Oulasvirta [27] Key location Touch point X X 

2013 Truong et al. [28] Text entry Gesture X O 

2013 Yin et al. [5] Activation area Touch point O X 

2012 Goel et al. [3] Text entry Accelerometer X O 

2012 Zhai and Kristensson [20] Text entry Gesture O O 

2011 Sax et al. [16] Keyboard layout Touch point, Pressure O X 

2010 Gunawardana et al. [12] Activation area Touch point X O 

– This paper Layout Sensor O O 

Fig. 2. The overall flow of the proposed system. 
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qs. (1) – (4) . Acceleration, gyroscope and magnetic field were ad-

itionally extracted by using Eq. (5) . Then, random forest is built

ith the preprocessed data. 

ean = 

∑ 

x i 
N 

(1) 

td = 

√ ∑ 

( x i − Mean ) 
2 

N 

(2) 

ifference Mean = 

∑ | x i +1 − x i | 
N 

(3) 

ifference Std = 

√ ∑ 

( | x i +1 − x i | − Mean ) 
2 

N 

(4) 

MA = 

∑ | x i | + | y i | + | z i | 
(5) 
N 

[  

Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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.2. Enlarging personal data 

To create a GUI model of a personalized soft keyboard, it is nec-

ssary to predict the GUI most needed by the individual. As every-

ne wants a different type of keyboard, there is a need for a model

hat takes individual data as a top priority. Fig. 5 shows the model

odel All trained by all user data, and the model Model Ind trained by

nly individual data. The Model All cannot represent individual char-

cteristics, whereas the Model Ind requires a large amount of data

nly to the individual to produce a personalized soft keyboard. The

ata of the user is minimized through the cluster model Model Cl in

ig. 6 , and the model is constructed by utilizing the data of other

imilar users. 

Fig. 7 shows the process to calculate the correlation about indi-

idual data. After combining the common data and the individual

ata, K-means clustering is performed to label each data. The K-

eans clustering algorithm divides M points in N dimensions into

 clusters, so that the within-cluster sum of squares is minimized

29] . Similar data is assigned to the same label. Then, the model
ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Fig. 3. The application for data collection. 
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finds similar data through the same labels of personal data. Major

clusters are selected to contain a lot of individual data. Finally, the

data contained in the major clusters are used to train the corre-

sponding model. 

3.3. Activity recognition and GUI selection 

Random forest is used to predict user activities, input postures

and GUI, which is an ensemble algorithm. An ensemble method

combines several classifiers to get the final decision by the ma-

jority vote such as boosting and bagging. The boosting method is

an iterative algorithm by adding a weak classifier to finally build a

strong classifier. The bagging method creates several new training

data by sampling with replacement of training data, trains classi-

fiers for each data set, and produces the final decision by the ma-

jority vote. Random forest consists of several decision trees. A ran-

dom vector is chosen for every tree classifier, where the random

vector is used to determine a subset of the initial training dataset.

Breiman gives the following definition where { θ k } is a random vec-

tor and h ( x , { θ k }) is a single decision tree [30] : 

Definition. A random forest is a classifier consisting of a collection

of tree-structured classifiers h ( x, { θk } ) , k = 1 , . . . where the { θ k } 
′ s

are independent identically distributed random vectors and each

tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input x . 

Each random vector { θ k } is the concept of bagging. Bagging is

a method for generating multiple versions of a predictor and using

them to get an aggregated classifier [31] . Every tree classifier draws

at random with replacement from original training set. The new

data is selected randomly from the original data set. Each classi-

fier is built on the new data that is a subset of the original. This

provides an estimate of performance out-of-bag error calculated by

the corresponding out-of-bag data. Fig. 8 shows the data partition

for a random forest. In-bag data set is used for training a tree in

random forest and the out-of-bag (oob) data set is used for esti-

mating the classifier. The preprocessed data is split into training
Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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et and test set at a ratio of 7 to 3. Then, each tree in random for-

st selects a subset (random vector { θ k }) from new training data

elected with the bootstrapping method. The tree is trained using

he selected data. The remaining data is called out-of-bag data and

s estimated for out-of-bag error. 

Decision tree can be easily understood through the tree struc-

ure and achieve high accuracy with fast process. However, it is

ubject to get overfitting and bias to features. Random forest based

n the ensemble of decision trees overcomes this problem. To

odel decision trees, the features for splitting a node are selected

rom a set of randomly chosen attributes [30] . As the result, the

ecision trees in random forest have different forms that have bet-

er generalization performance, while a decision tree is dependent

n training data. In this paper, the random forest gets the sensor

og as input and predicts the user situations and input postures. 

To grow a tree in the random forest, the feature with the high-

st information gain is chosen at each node. The information gain

or a certain feature Y, 

n f ormation Gain ( Y ) = I ( T ) −
S ∑ 

s =1 

| T s | 
| T | I ( T s ) , (6)

s a criterion of splitting data that become purer, where T is the

raining log data, T s is the log data in subset s by splitting with

he feature Y, and I ( T ) is the entropy of the data T . Random for-

st has the property of random feature selection. For every tree in

he forest, m features are randomly selected at each node and the

ree chooses the feature with the highest information gain in the

 features. It is the difference between the decision tree and the

andom forest. The number of random attributes are mainly set to

og 2 M + 1 , where M is the number of attributes in the data, since

he number of random attributes does not have a significant effect

n performance [31] . After training the decision trees, classification

s done by voting with the result of trees. The predicted class r ∗, 

 

∗ = arg max 
r∈ R 

∑ 

T ∈ F 
[ h ( l| T ) = r ] (7)
ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Fig. 4. Acceleration plot for the four activities. 
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s the one with the most votes from the trees, where R is the class

et, l is the log vector and T is the tree in the forest F . The output

f random forest combined by the outputs of the multiple deci-

ion trees makes the result to generalize and reduces the risk of

verfitting. 

Fig. 9 is the process of random forest. Each tree is trained by us-

ng a subset of original learning data. When dividing each node, it

hooses randomly the M variable subset and selects the best split

sing information gain in the corresponding variable subset. The
Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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im of bagging with random feature selection is to reduce the cor-

elation between trees. 

Fig. 10 is the training process for GUI model trained by using

luster data. Since we need to know the user’s hand and situation

o learn the GUI model, we have trained additional model to pre-

ict the activities and a model to predict the input hand postures

or cluster data. After training activity and input hand posture with

luster model, we have trained GUI model using the data predicted

y the activity and input hand posture models. In the test process,
ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Fig. 5. The all model and the individual model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The cluster model. 

Fig. 8. The data partition. 
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d  
we preprocess the sensor data of the user and predict the activ-

ity and input hand posture through the activity model and the in-

put hand posture model, and predict the user ’s GUI using the GUI

model. 

4. Experiments 

4.1. Dataset 

We have analyzed the results for 200 participants (144 men

and 56 women) for evaluating the proposed system by using An-

droid smartphone. The subjects entered two sentences in one set

and repeated ten sets for one user behavior pattern out of the to-

tal 12 patterns that are constructed by 4 situations and 3 postures.

The sentences are randomly selected in 500 sentences proposed by

Mackenzie and Soukoreff [13] . In the result, one subject entered in

total 240 sentences. 
Fig. 7. Algorithm for find

Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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.2. Evaluation of activity and input hand posture classifiers 

We have conducted the experiment to evaluate activity and

and posture classifiers by dividing the training data and the test

ata into 7:3 ratio. Experiments were conducted by increasing the
ing clustered data. 

ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Fig. 9. The procedure for random forest. 

Fig. 10. The GUI selection algorithm. 
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Table 2 

Confusion matrix of random forest for activities. 

Predicted class 

Sit Stand Walk Lie Recall 

Actual class Sit 14,309 753 595 399 89.12% 

Stand 779 12,433 1097 352 84.80% 

Walk 378 880 13,152 113 90.56% 

Lie 617 579 265 14,036 90.57% 

Precision 88.97% 84.90% 87.05% 94.20% 88.80% 

t  

S  

W

 

r  

v  

d  

o  

t  
umber of random features and the number of trees. Figs. 11 and

2 show the test error and out-of-bag error in the various num-

ers of random attributes and trees. The blue line represents oob

rror and the green line represents test error. Each graph shows

he test and oob error when the random feature is increased by 5

nits from 5 to 50 in a fixed number of trees. As the number of

rees increases, the overall test error and oob error decrease. The

ifference between oob error and test error is reduced. Regardless

f other factors, as the number of random features increases, the

est error and oob error decrease and converge to a constant value.

s the number of selectable nodes in split increases, the error de-

reases as the performance of each tree increases. However, above

 certain level, each tree performance converges because the cor-

elation between the trees in the random forest increases. As the

umber of trees increases, the error decreases, but the error con-

erges to a certain value because the number of similar trees in-

reases so that the performance is no longer affected. 

In Fig. 11 , the test accuracy is 88.17% when the best oob ac-

uracy is 87.86% at the number of trees = 200 and the number of

andom features = 45. Table 2 is the confusion matrix of random

orest for input situation in this condition. It shows that classifying

o

Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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he Stand is harder than other situations. The Stand situation and

it situation are similar in stopping and the Stand situation and

alk situation are similar in Standing. 

In Fig. 12 , the test accuracy is 80.22% when the best oob accu-

acy is 80.04% at the same condition. However, the change of the

alue is insignificant after the proper number of trees and the ran-

om features. Also, the more the number of trees and the number

f random features, the more learning time was spent. In Table 3 ,

he model gets confused with left and right hands because of using

ne hand. 
ext-aware soft keyboard adapted by random forest trained with 
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Fig. 11. The result of activity models. 

Table 3 

Confusion matrix of random forest for input posture. 

Predicted class 

Both Right Left Recall 

Actual class Both 12,897 1889 2471 74.73% 

Right 1501 17,226 2267 82.05% 

Left 1805 1969 18,712 83.22% 

Precision 79.60% 81.70% 79.80% 80.40% 
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Fig. 13 compares with other classification methods. In the

proposed method, the parameters are #random features = 45 and

#trees = 200. The proposed random forest shows the higher ac-
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uracy than other methods. AdaBoost, another ensemble method,

roduces the second highest accuracy with a slight difference.

 decision tree showes a clear difference compared to ensemble

ethods, random forest and AdaBoost. 

.3. Evaluation of GUI classifier 

To analyze the performance of the proposed personalized GUI

lassifier, 200 subjects were randomly divided into 10 groups of

0 people. To train each person in one group, the data of the re-

aining 9 groups were used as common data. A model for each

erson was created and tested, and the experiment was conducted

n all 10 groups. To check whether the model can be trained with

mall individual data, 30% of the subject’s data were used for train-
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Fig. 12. The result of hand input posture models. 
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ng and the remaining 70% was used to evaluate the model. In this

valuation, we compare the model M 

All using the common data

ithout clustering, the model M 

Ind only with the individual data,

nd the proposed model M 

Cl . 

Fig. 14 compares the accuracies in the proposed system. The

roposed model M 

Cl showed higher accuracy and less variance

han the other two methods. The proposed model M 

Cl had slightly

etter accuracy than the other methods with an average accuracy

f 91.72%. As the p -value between M 

All and M 

Cl is 1.40e −05, and

he p -value between M 

Ind and M 

Cl is 0.4e −03, the proposed model

hows the superior performance in statistical significance. In addi-

ion, the model M 

All has slightly better accuracy and less variance

han the model M 

Ind , because the individual model lacks training

ata. Fig. 15 shows the accuracy differences between M 

Cl and M 

All 
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Fig. 14. Boxplot for accuracies in GUI models. 

Fig. 15. The accuracy differences. 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of accuracies with other classification methods. 
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and between M 

Cl and M 

Ind . In most of the cases the proposed mod-

els are better than individual models. 

Fig. 16 shows the comparison by gender, age and usage period

with the number of people. The accuracies of male and female are

91.8% and 89.7%, respectively. This is probably due to the high per-

centage of males in the data used in common data. The difference

in age was not significant. 

Fig. 17 shows the comparison with other classification methods.

The proposed model M 

Cl shows the higher accuracy than other

methods. AdaBoost showed the second highest accuracy with a

slight difference compared to kNN and DT. Also, we conducted t -
Please cite this article as: S.-M. Jo and S.-B. Cho, A personalized cont
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est and the differences between the proposed model and other

odels are comfirmed at p -value of 0.001. 

. Concluding remarks 

It is very important to construct a soft keyboard for the only in-

ividual on the smartphone. Because of the attribute of the smart-

hone, it is a mobile device only for the user’s own, and the GUI

an be freely changed due to the attribute of the soft keyboard.

herefore, it is necessary to use a different keyboard for each per-

on to give a better smartphone usage experience. However, for

uilding the personal GUI model, a large amount of data is re-

uired to the individual. But it is not appropriate to put this bur-

en on one individual. 

In this paper, to solve this problem, we proposed a method of

onstructing a model using a small amount of individual data but

sing data that is similar to the user ’s data in common already

ollected. Also, by selecting the user ’s smartphone usage activity

nd input hand postures and allowing the user to select the ap-

ropriate GUI for each situation, the user can use the most nec-

ssary keyboard later on. The proposed system showed better per-

ormance than the model using all data and the model using only

ndividual data. 

In the future, we need to use an activation area to dynamically

educe the error during key input. In addition, it is necessary to

tudy how to configure the smartphone to use more suitable key-

oard for specific tasks. We need to investigate on more suitable

eyboards by varying GUI factors in diverse situations. Also, larger

ataset from more users could enhance the usefulness of the pro-

osed system. 
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